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ABSTRACT

This qualitative research using interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) explores the brand experience of Recoletos Education in the Philippines. Two levels of interpretation are generated: that of the participants who make sense of their brand experience as lived experience and that of the researcher who makes sense of the participants’ interpretations. Validated transcripts from in-depth interviews reveal the participants’ convergent and divergent interpretations of their brand experience. Rigid thematic analysis helps construct a master table of themes with four superordinate themes expressed through metaphors: the house on rock, the shepherd with his flock, the good fruit, and the strong winds and the big waves, and these, in turn, correspond to brand attributes, synergy and strategy, brand experience dimensions, and brand challenges, respectively. Finally, these themes reveal and comprise the single overarching theme: the key elements in the brand landscape of Recoletos Education.
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1.0. Introduction

Brand experience is so influential an offspring that like its progenitor—experience—has brought about Copernican revolution in “the marketplace of ideas and the world of commerce” (Pine & Gilmore, 2013). As an object of study pioneered
by Ortmeyer and Huber (1991 cited in Khan & Rahman, 2015), brand experience was conceptualized as “subjective, internal consumer responses (sensations, feelings, and cognitions) and behavioral responses evoked by brand-related stimuli that are part of a brand’s design and identity, packaging, communications, and environments” (Brakus, Schmitt, & Zarantonello, 2009). Today, it continues to gain increased attention due to its relevance and impact in the field of brand management and of marketing (Chevtchouk, Veloutsou, & Paton, 2017; Khan & Rahman, 2015; Xixiang, Gilal, & Gilal, 2016).

Among the studies that have attempted to expand the conceptualization of this construct were those of Al Mandil and Yen (2017); Andreini, Solerio, Pedeliento, and Zarantonello (2017); Chevtchouk et al. (2017), and Nysveen and Pedersen (2013).

Moreover, Khan and Rahman (2015) noted that most studies on brand experience were empirical and from developed countries. In Asia, the growing interest could be found most conspicuously in China, then, in Taiwan, Singapore, and India. The Philippines was not in the list. The authors also pointed out that the domain of educational sub-industry and the use of qualitative approaches as well as interpretive perspectives were left out in those studies. On this account, this study attempted to fill the gaps by utilizing IPA to brand experience.

A recently established method belonging to the hermeneutic tradition of phenomenology, IPA takes on a double hermeneutic wherein the participants try to make sense of their lived experience and the researcher tries to make sense of the participants trying to make sense of their lived experience (Smith, 2015; Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009).

Considerable school-related issues were already studied using IPA such as inclusive education (Opie, Southcott, & Deppeler, 2017), bullying (Rodriguez, 2016), etc., but studies applying IPA to brand experience of a school brand taken together as a lived experience was quite difficult to find.

Fortunately, the study of Madrigal (2017) on the graduate attributes of a Recoletos school and that of Besana (2017) on St. Augustine’s “Caritas et Scientia” (“Love and Knowledge”) as the pillars of Recoletos Education could help illumine the issues related to the brand experience of Recoletos Education.

Having identified the existing gaps, I wished to pursue an IPA-based inquiry into the brand experience of Recoletos Education as a valuable contribution to the present international efforts of “revitalization and restructuring” in the Order of Augustinian Recollects (OAR), particularly in its school apostolate here in the Philippines.

2.0. Literature Review

A conceptual review of related literature revealed that school branding whose importance has been verified in all levels (Bock, Poole & Joseph, 2014; DiMartino & Jessen, 2014 cited in Varadarajan, 2016) is analogous to commercial branding in terms of process and design principles (Burton, 2017).

Etymologically, “brand”, from the Old Norse, “brandr” meaning “to burn”, evolved as to refer to the producers' practice of burning their mark (or brand) onto their products (Moore & Reid, 2008). Although brand was defined as a “distinguishing symbol, name, logo, mascot, term, sign or design or a combination of them, projected
to identify and differentiate the goods and services of one seller or group of sellers from those of competitors” (Gwal & Gwal, 2016), it meant so much more.

Brand and branding are now part of the day-to-day vocabulary in the business world. They were even transported in the educational sub-industry, affecting significantly the parents’ choice of schools for their children (Chen & Chen, 2014; Malik, Mushtaq, Jaswal, & Malik, 2015 cited in Varadarajan, 2016).

Consequently, several schools had to articulate their brand. Région Lasallienne de l’Amérique du Nord (RELAN) or Lasallian Region of North America rationalized the name “Lasallian Education” as its brand (RELAN, 2012). The Ateneo de Manila University (AdMU) also managed its own brand by standardizing its Visual Identity Device (VID) (Ateneo de Manila University, n. d.).

Among Catholic schools, the integration of the charism is a central issue (Burton, 2016). The Siena College in New York boasts of its Franciscan origin and integrates in its educational ministry the sacramental view of the world and an optimistic view of the human person (Catholic Franciscan Tradition, 2017). The Austin Catholic Academy in the archdiocese of Detroit continues to remain Augustinian in its orientation and support (Coppens, 2015).

Accordingly, the Recoletos schools of the Order of Augustinian Recollects have started to integrate the newly-published Manual de Identidad (Identity Manual) since early 2017. The newly-standardized branding system incorporated the values of its Augustinian tradition and distinguished itself from the Order of St. Augustine (Order of Augustinian Recollects, 2016).

Moore and Reid (1988) claimed that brands and branding are as old as our civilization, starting from 2250 BCE in the Indus Valley (the modern-day India) to 300 BCE in Greece through the use of “proto-brands” (Briciu & Briciu, 2016). The former also listed down some studies on brand-related concepts, but “brand experience” was not in the list despite the fact that contemporary branding theories had their starting point in the 1950s.

Ortmeyer and Huber pioneered the studies of the concept of “brand experience” in their 1991 paper (Khan & Rahman, 2015). Brakus et al. (2009) conceptualized and measured “brand experience”. They highlighted its sensory, affective, cognitive, and behavioral dimensions (Brakus et al., 2009; Özyer, 2016). However, this conceptualization drew various reactions. Al Mandil and Yen (2017) said it was inadequate. Other theorists made some proposals for enrichment: Nysveen and Pedersen (2013) added the relational dimension; Chevtchouk et al. (2017) included the social/relational, formative, and ABC (affective, behavioral and cognitive) components; and Andreini et al. (2017) advanced the cultural and relational dimensions.

However, Brakus et al. (2009) continued to influence several research enthusiasts. Lin (2015) studied the role of innovating brand experience in an airline industry in Taiwan. Neves, Bizarrias, da Silva, and Ferreira (2017) analyzed the relationship of brand experience in the mobile industry in Brazil. The study of Nadiah, Nadzri and Musa (2014) recommended an innovation in car industry that could be a tool for a comprehensive brand experience.

Khan and Rahman’s paper (2015) offered statistical comparisons on various research areas concerning brand experience, and their recommendations had greatly
shaped this study, with the application of brand experience to Recoletos Education. As regards Recoletos Education whose roots could be traced to the 1647 youth apostolate in Costa Rica, Cuesta (2015) presented the 19th-century OAR evangelization program to situate the initial attempts at doing apostolate in a formal school setting.

In the Philippines, a network of Recoletos schools was gradually formed under the SEAP (Secretariat of Educational Apostolate of the Philippines) which became REAP (Recoletos Educational Apostolate in the Philippines) in 2010. Around this time, in the Order, the schools were considered among the major and most needed platforms for the New Evangelization and for propagating the OAR charism (Order of Augustinian Recollects, 2010). In the Recollect Province of St. Ezekiel, the move for ‘One Recoletos Education’ gained momentum (Messages, Ordinances & Elections, 2012).

The revised Constitutions of the Order (2012) added the phrase “in harmony with the charism of the Order” to the nature of the Recoletos educational apostolate to explicitly recognize its pertinence to the charism of the OAR. The said charism constitutes the three faces of the same love: *amor castus* (“chaste love” or contemplation), *amor ordinatus* (“ordered love” or fraternal love of the community), and *amor diffusivus* (“diffusive love” which is best shown in apostolate). They correspond to the contemplative, communitarian, and apostolic character of the OAR charism which is “our continuing identity during a process of change” (Commission on the Process of Revitalization and Restructuring, 2013).

Cuesta’s (2012) descriptions of the Recoletos friars living out their threefold charism are the same descriptions that must permeate in their educational apostolate. These concretely project the Augustinian Recollects as the heart (love), the fire (passion), the arrow (service), the book (search), and the children of St. Augustine (Order of Augustinian Recollects, 2016).

The Educational Plan of the Order also outlined the proper character of Recoletos Education whose mission lies in the integral education of the human person and whose vision states that educational institutions be inspired by Augustinian pedagogy and Recollect spirituality (Order of Augustinian Recollects, 2015).

More specifically, Recoletos Education is ramified in the articulation of what is now called “Graduate Attributes of the OAR Schools” in the Philippines. These attributes are concrete expressions of St. Augustine’s “Caritas et Scientia”. Besana (2017) and Marcos (2015) retrieved St. Augustine’s educational philosophy in his Letter 55: “Let knowledge be used as a kind of scaffolding to help build the edifice of love and understanding, which shall endure forever even after knowledge itself passes away.”

The Recoletos Graduate Attributes (2015) blend both the Catholic Attributes (orthodoxy in Catholic doctrine, integrity in moral life, and dynamism in prayer life) and the Recoletos Attributes (contemplative, communitarian, apostolic, and Marian attribute which embodies all those three).

### 3.0. Methodology

This qualitative study employed the dynamic orientation of interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) which requires a two-stage hermeneutic: the participants interpret their lived experience, and the researcher interprets the participants’ interpretation of their lived experience (Smith & Eatough, 2012; Smith &
Osborn, 2008). In this way, it was desired that the embedded meaning of the brand experience of Recoletos Education as a lived-experience would be revealed.

As a method, IPA is grounded in three key positions: phenomenology, hermeneutics, and idiography. Phenomenology deals with the structures of consciousness as experienced from the first-person point of view (Smith, 2013/2016). Hermeneutics refers to the practice and process of interpretation. In IPA, the circularity of interpretation allows the emergence of truth and its multilayered context on the part-whole coherence of the text (Smith et al., 2009). Idiography is a method that focuses on the individual or particular. IPA’s commitment to the individual participant lies on its keenness for details, depth of analysis, and particular context (Smith et al., 2009).

The four participants of this study were selected by way of homogeneous sampling on the basis that they could grant access to a particular perspective in making sense of their brand experience of Recoletos Education (Smith et al., 2009). Following Robinson (2014), the type of sample homogeneity is that of life history homogeneity because the participants shared a common past life experience which consisted of their relatively longer connection with any of the Recoletos schools and their familiarity with Recoletos Education.

To have four participants is well within the IPA acceptable number (Reid et al., 2005; Smith & Osborn, 2008) particularly for a PhD study (Smith et al., 2009). In IPA, “sacrificing breadth for depth” means that “a very small number of participants” will allow “sufficient in-depth engagement with each individual case” and “a detailed examination of similarity and difference, convergence and divergence” (Smith & Osborn, 2008). The issue is quality, not quantity. For accuracy and plausibility of the transcribed data, the participants were also given the opportunity for member checks (Creswell, 2012; Vagle, 2014).

Moreover, ethical requirements such as the informed consent of the participants, anonymity, and confidentiality were conscientiously complied with. Prior to the commencement of data gathering, I informed all the participants who had consented to the interview about the style of interview including some background information, the use of devices, techniques, and strategies (Alase, 2017). They were given a copy of the interview schedule (Smith et al., 2009). During the interview held at an agreed time and place, two audio-recording devices and the traditional “note and pen” were used.

Data collection was accomplished following the guidelines set particularly by Smith and Osborn (2008). An interview schedule – with two questions on which follow-ups and probes depended – was constructed and given ahead to the participants.

Faithful to the interview protocol, the interview was smoothly conducted observing the rhythm of interaction (Smith et al., 2009). The verbatim transcription of the recorded data was conducted in four phases (Blore, 2012): the “everything audible” version; the “cleaned and confidentialized” version; the “validated” version; and the IPA format. Incorporating the required notations, the second and third were returned to the participants for checking and validation. The fourth transcript was IPA-ready.

To establish validity and quality of this study, I used the four criteria or principles set by Yardley (2000) and Yardley (2015), which were also used by Smith et al. (2009): sensitivity to context, commitment and rigour, transparency and coherence, and impact and importance.
Data analysis was committed “to an understanding of the participant’s point of view and a psychological focus on personal meaning-making in particular contexts” (Smith et al., 2009 cited in Rivituso, 2014). Thus, the seven “steps to analysis” (Smith et al., 2009) were followed: (i) reading and re-reading; (ii) initial noting; (iii) developing emergent themes; (iv) searching for connections across emergent themes; (v) moving to the next case; (vi) looking for patterns across cases; and (vii) taking interpretations to deeper levels.

Writing the narrative account, I mixed extracts from participants’ own words with interpretative comments in order “to retain some of the ‘voice’ of the participant and at the same time to enable the reader to assess the pertinence of the interpretations” (Shinebourne, 2011).

4.0. Results and Discussion

**Individual Sense-making.** The results section has two parts. The first part presents the key findings on how the individual participants make sense of their brand experience of Recoletos Education in the light of the superordinate and subordinate themes. The second part presents my own sense-making by interpreting the superordinate themes across participants.

The key findings on the individual participants’ sense-making:

**Rita.** Her view of Recoletos Education is summarized in these words: “I consider Recoletos brand of education as personalized... not concerned only about the mind but also of the heart.” It’s different from other school brands where she was exposed to: “sa atmosphere lang daan” (in terms of atmosphere alone) ... “diperensya gyud “(there’s a difference) ... For her, the brand-related stimuli function as a reminder to act accordingly: "when I see the heart, I tell myself I should be willing to give more of service more of my resources.”

**Nikko.** Immersed in different contexts and in various capacities, Nikko shared his personal journey in knowing Recoletos Education. It began as a newbie in a Recoletos school when “I really didn’t have any idea about the brand” to a later realization of an unconscious assimilation of the brand: “unaware ko ana nga mao na diay to akong na-learn” (I was so unaware of it that that was it already which I had learned), and then, to the state of transmitting what he had understood about the brand: “in my little ways no... ako na siyang gi-adapt ako ng gi-apply through unsa sad ang akoang passion no...” (in my little ways, I tried to adapt and apply it through expressing my passion for the tasks I do ...).

**Cindy.** The influence of her family to her schooling was pivotal. Her parents, her husband, her husband’s parents were all products of Recoletos Education: “Ti kun anhon mo ya both sides ya naga-angot ang Recoletos. [ ] Daw pamilya...” (Any way you look at it both sides are connected to Recoletos. [ ] It’s like a family). As a parent, she also introduced her child to Recoletos Education because she herself was satisfied:
“[ ] what I have become *produkto ni sya sang* (is a product of) Recoletos brand of education.” Consequently, “*wala na kami iban sang ina balang napensaran nga diin pa sya makadto*” (we no longer consider any school where to enroll our child at).

**Zekiel.** The family’s religious background and his connection to a Recoletos school during high school allowed him to familiarize the school brand, albeit through a process: “Before *kasi* you do not know what does it mean. Zero e. [ ] Now you know that once you see a book it talks about the truth about Jesus about the scripture. And then the heart there is about charity… love that is pierced by the Lord God”. The earlier Zekiel struggled to capture what Recoletos Education was, but the latter Zekiel claimed that the brand whose “core is the Caritas et Scientia” is linked to the mission to know and love Jesus: “Because of the caritas [ ]… and truth who is Jesus…”

**Superordinate Themes.** To capture the richness of the participants’ sense-making, the researcher in his sense-making appealed to the use of metaphors (Blore, 2012) which were taken from relevant Gospel narratives.

**The house on rock** *(cf. Mt. 7:25).* This was drawn from two subordinate themes: (a) basic features of Recoletos Education in general and (b) basic features of stimuli related to Recoletos Education. They point to the intrinsic and essential attributes of the Recoletos Education which create a highly favorable impact on the lives of stakeholders.

The basic features of Recoletos Education in general included: transformative character of the brand, link-up between core values with school brand, capacity to meet customer’s expectation, and legacy to stakeholders. For instance: Nikko’s realization of an acquired moral backbone was through the school’s core values and brand: “*unaware ko ana nga mao na diay to akong na-learn sa akong college life*” (I was unaware of it when I was still working that it was already what I had learned from college life). Cindy, for her part, was grateful at the trajectory of how she has become as a human person: “what I have become *produkto ni sya sang* (is the product of) Recoletos brand of education.”

The basic features of stimuli related to Recoletos Education were multidimensionality, encapsulation of educational itinerary, representation of integral development, and implementation of religious activities. With reference to multidimensionality, Rita confessed how she was also “pierced” to intensify her service of charity and generosity: “...when I see the heart I tell myself I should be willing to give more of service [ ] A reminder that you are not alone, you are working with people [ ].” These multiple dimensions (“see” for sensory, “willing to give” for behavioral, “reminder” for cognitive, etc.) allowed Rita to realize that her true Christian identity is always intersubjective: “No one lives for himself alone” *(Romans 14:7).*

**The shepherd with his flock** *(cf. Jn. 10:27).* The themes that were “synergistically” linked to one another: agents of Recoletos Education, attributes in support of Recoletos Education, and awareness of Recoletos Education. They imply system of management (“shepherding”); hence, the school brand requires mutual nourishment of relationship from top management down.
As to the agents, the significant themes were: concerted efforts of OAR schools, involvement of the academic community, role of REAP, and Recollect priests as guide. In short, it’s everybody’s concern. Rita noted: “Murag makakita ka nga (You can almost see how) everybody is striving towards that direction [ ].” For Nikko, the involvement is: “tanan (“everybody”)... the whole community ...”

**Table 1. The Superordinate and Subordinate Themes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Superordinate Themes</th>
<th>Subordinate Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The house on rock</td>
<td>▪ Basic features of Recoletos Education in general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Basic features of stimuli related to Recoletos Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The shepherd with his flock</td>
<td>▪ Agents of Recoletos Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Attributes in support of Recoletos Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Awareness of Recoletos Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The good fruit</td>
<td>▪ Spiritual dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Socio-communitarian dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Communicative dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Cultural dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The strong winds and the big waves</td>
<td>▪ Challenges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As to attributes, the significant themes were: taking the relevant and responsive direction, top management’s use of technology as bridge to other stakeholders, exercise of authority based on objective criteria, and continuity and improvement. Cindy, for example, made reference to the exercise of authority based on objective criteria: “[ ] indi gale pamanggaranon manggaranon ini.” ([ ] indeed this is not about being rich).

As to awareness, the significant themes were: immersion into different school climates, awakened amidst conflict of values and/or culture, from being a beneficiary to being a witness of the school brand, and triggered by a direct and personal question. Zekiel disclosed: “One of the questions asked during the group discussion among the students was: ‘What makes you different from other schools?’ That that was the only time that made me think: Oo nga ano! (Yeah, right!)”.

*The good fruit (cf. Lk. 6:43).* The subordinate themes under this were the dimensions of Recoletos Education: spiritual, socio-communitarian, communicative, and cultural dimensions. They (as fruit) manifest not only the source (tree), but also the quality of that source (Recoletos Education).

As to the spiritual dimension, the significant themes were: icons of living a holy life, influence of the school in inculcating values, gaining strong foundation on the doctrinal and contemplative attributes of the school brand, and God-centeredness. Rita,
for instance, spoke of the icons of living a holy life: “...through Our Lady of Consolation and St. Augustine we convey to the students that we have to search for the truth bitaw (to really search for the truth). [ ] “we have to aim for heaven.”

As to the socio-communitarian dimension, the significant themes were: concern for others, Recoletos schools as my home, and positive reinforcement from Students’ Congress of Recollect Schools (SCORES). Zekiel pointed out: “by continuing the SCORES in a way we are ah... living up or living out what we are telling the students that our school is Recollect. It has a communitarian character.”

As to the communicative dimension, the significant themes were: wearing of sotana, maximization of the use of technology, role of parents, and provision of orientation program. Nikko, for example, stressed: “Dili lang sa TV but maybe sa atong mga page (Not only in TV but also in our page)... social media [ ].”

As to the cultural dimension, the significant themes were: exhibiting preferred qualities in the workplace, unconditional service, and willing to go extra mile in service of others. Rita and Cindy noted the characteristic of Recoletos graduates. Rita vouched for it: “they prefer to have Josenian graduates because Josenian graduates are not only good intellectually but they also have that ah... collaborative spirit [ ].” Cindy reported: “ang Recoletos graduate ya kuno [ ] willing ya to go extra mile.”

The strong winds and the big waves (cf. Mk. 4:37). The four participants had pointed out some challenges which comprised the single subordinate theme with these significant themes: anti-Augustinian qualities, lack of awareness on the connection of the brand-related stimuli with the school brand, lack of succession plan, and loss of spiritual practices. Zekiel, for example, said: “meeting them every year because of the reunion, and you are unhappy to hear them telling you that they are not going to confession anymore... [ ]. And that’s bad.” This challenge fell under the spiritual dimension. The other three corresponded to the other dimensions.

Brand Management. As a whole, these four superordinate themes begot the one single overarching theme: Key Elements in the Brand Landscape of Recoletos Education. A closer look at those superordinate themes indicated four respective salient areas in brand management, namely: brand attributes, synergy and strategy, brand experience dimensions, and brand challenges.

Brand attributes. If brand attributes “portray” and “signify” the basic nature of a brand just as “the house on rock” signifies the nature of the foundation where it is set as something solid and firm, then these said “basic features” equally signify and reveal the nature of Recoletos Education as a school brand. “So,” as Steve Jobs would put it in 1997, “we have to be really clear about what we want them to know about us” (Costanzo, 2016).

Synergy and strategy. Deeper reflection on the correlation among the agents, awareness, and the attributes in support of Recoletos Education conduced, on the one hand, to the idea of “synergy” among the agents of the school brand and, on the other hand, to the idea of “strategy” through which both the attributes (i.e., knowledge, skills,
and attitudes) in support of the brand and the awareness of that same brand are to be utilized. That relationship was mirrored in “the shepherd with his flock.”

**Brand experience dimensions.** The emergence of the four major dimensions was indicative of the multidimensionality of experiencing Recoletos Education. These brand experience dimensions manifested the more profound reality underneath or behind this Catholic and Augustinian Recollect school brand in the same way that “the good fruit”—the chosen metaphor—manifests the good tree from where it comes. The emergence of spiritual and communicative dimensions was novel in this study.

**Brand challenges.** The metaphor of “the strong winds and the big waves” was picked out to graphically present “the challenges” faced by Recoletos Education as it voyages through the years. This led to the conception of “brand challenges” as a proposed construct to refer to those critical situations involving the brand in general and needing strategic efforts and abilities to constructively confront them. After all, brand challenges are opportunities not only to look around, look back, and look forward to.

As indicated by the results, the implications of this study were chiefly three:

First, two dimensions - spiritual and communicative – emerged as new additions to the current conceptualization of brand experience with eight dimensions. These new dimensions emerged as a natural offshoot in the brand experience of Recoletos Education, which is a Catholic school brand. Emphasis on transcendental values and the distinction between the media of communications as touch points and as subjective responses paved the way to the emergence of the spiritual and communicative dimensions, respectively.

Second, the analogous application of synergy in the realm of psychology in which human consciousness was construed as “the combined effect of the interactions among all the neurons” posed a reductionistic view of the human person and society as a whole. Every human being, from the Christian viewpoint, is both material and spiritual; hence, his consciousness cannot just be reduced to a mere physiological activity. If stretched to its extreme, the Marxist view of man and society would appear, in which everything is purely material and without any reference to the Divine (Lawhead, 2015).

Third, the affirmations drawn from this study were: (i) Brand management always takes into consideration the basic features of the brand and brand-related stimuli; the agents, attributes, and awareness of the brand; and the various dimensions of brand experience; (ii) No brand activity is insulated, to some extent, from challenges either from within or from outside the institution; and (iii) With all those brand experience dimensions, the evangelizing stature of Recoletos Education was also revealed.

5.0. Conclusion

Convergent and divergent areas articulated were unveiled in the sense-making of the participants immersed in the brand experience of Recoletos Education.

The brand attributes, synergy and strategy, brand experience dimensions, and brand challenges were the key elements implicitly operational in the brand landscape.
of Recoletos Education unveiled by the researcher’s interpretation of the participants’ sense-making of their lived experience.

I recommended that a Brand Management Team both on the level of the Province and on the school level may be created and tasked to make strategic approaches to “revitalize and restructure” the brand, Recoletos Education. Also, a survey instrument may be crafted to determine the extent of awareness of Recoletos Education as a brand. In addition, a similar study be replicated either by using bigger number of samples (ranging from 8 to 15) coming from the same Recoletos school, or by involving those who are indirectly connected to, but within the area of, a Recoletos school such as the stakeholders from non-Recoletos schools, non-Catholic and/or non-Christian residents, jeepney drivers, sidewalk vendors, etc.
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